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this vs. means. And I'm sure when he tells me it will sound so simDle that I'll say

Why didn't have have sense enough to see that when I read it for myself. But in the

y%p'i/ meantime I put it on the side here as a problem which I don't understand and

which fortunately is not near the center of our faith. But I think it is rather near

the center of our effectiveness as Christian workers to realize that there is going

to be a great deal in the Bible that we canf% understand and a great deal that we

don't understand and the Lord wants us to take what we do understand % and to bring it

to eople. And the Lord wants us to take what we don't understand and to try to under

stand it, but not to get people cnnfused over it and not to give it a place of im

portance beyond what it deserves in our ministry. We have had graduates of

this seminary who have gone out and taken churches in which people went to an extreme

in their interpretation of the meaning of the parts of the tab. Now God so made the

tab. that it would present certain truths to the minds of his people, and it was very

important that those truths be presented to them. But % it also 4/{/ was necessary

to build the tabernacle so it would stand up and so it would last, and so it could

be carried. And you sometimes cannot be sure whether something in it is meant to

convey a meaning or is simply a part of what was desirable in making a building that

could be used and could be transported. And we've had students who have graudated and

taken a church and people went to an f/ extreme in giving meanings to portionsof the
had

tabernacle to which we have no reason to think they have meanings and these students

felt it was their great duty in life to get the people out of that extreme attitude

of looking at the tab. And with all the wonderful truth that God has given us to

present I felt very disappointed that they should feel that that was their duty in

life. Our duty is to present the message of how Jesus Christ died that we might be

saved from sin through Him. Our duty is to draw people to study the Word for them

selves and to get the blessings and the lessons that God has for them in it. To show

them how to grow in grace and in the knowledge of the Lord. And when we find minor

divergencies and minor errors of interpretation which people make it is good to give

an occasional statement and a direct help occasionally, to help improve them in their
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